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Abstract-This paper describes the finite element approximations based on a stattonary variational principle 
of the biharmonic equation. Independent approximations for the solution and its second derivatives are 
used in the element: the normal derivatives of the solution and its second derivatives are approximated 
independently on the element boundary. Thus. the present model is a ‘mixed-hybrid’ model. Existence and 
uniqueness of solutions to the exact weak (or variational) problem are established and the associated finite 
element approximations are described. Existence and uniqueness of the finite element solutions are proved 
and a priori error estimates are given. 
INTRODUCTION 
In the last two decades several non-conventional finite element methods have been proposed to 
remedy two shortcomings associated with the conventional (conforming) finite element method. 
First, the conventional finite element method imposes severe continuity requirements on the 
trial functions. and consequently results in complex element matrices (especially in the case of 
higher order equations). Second, the accuracy of various derivatives of the solution is not so 
good, whereas in practice the derivatives (e.g. stresses, moments, etc.) are of greater importance to 
the designer. 
In the so-called non-conforming finite element methods for boundary-value problems of 
order 2m. derivatives of order (m - 1) may have simple discontinuities across the inter-element 
boundaries. Mathematical properties of such models have been investigated by several authors 
(see, for example [l-4]). In hybrid finite element methods, proposed by Jones[51, continuity 
requirements on the coordinate functions are relaxed by treating element continuity conditions 
as constraints with the Lagrange multipliers as additional dependent variables. Some interesting 
mathematical properties of hybrid methods applied to second order elliptic problems were 
reported recently by Raviart and Thomas[6-81, and by Brezzi and Marini[9]. The mixed finite 
element methods. introduced by Herrman [ IO] and Hellan [ 111, involve decomposition of a given 
order equation into a set of lower order equations in terms of a set of dependent variables. The 
dependent variables are then approximated independently. Certain mathematical properties of 
mixed methods were studied by Reddy and Oden[l2-161 for second order problems, and by 
Ciarlet and Raviart I171 for the biharmonic equation. Johnson[l8] studied the convergence and 
existence of ‘solutions to a mixed plate bending element. 
The present paper is concerned with certain mathematical properties of the “mixed-hybrid” 
method applied to the biharmonic equation. Recently Babuska et al. [ 191 studied the existence 
and convergence properties of the mixed-hybrid method applied to second-order elliptic 
boundary-value problems. In this paper we extend their results to the biharmonic equation. We 
use independent approximations for the solution and its second derivatives in the element, and 
use independent approximations for their normal derivatives on the boundary of element. A 
priori error estimates are also given. 
PRELIMINARIES 
We shall confine our attention to open bounded Lipschitzian domains 0 in the two- 
dimensional Euclidean space R’. Let 30 denote the boundary of 0. and fi = R U aR be the 
closure of Q. We shall denote by @(fi) the space of all infinitely differentiable functions on R 
such that all the derivatives have continuous extensions to dR. and by L:(R) the space of 
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square integrable functions u on 0 with the norm 
where dx = dxldxz. The scalar product in UR) will be denoted (u, c)~,,~,,. 
For an integer m 2 0, the Sobolev space of order m, H”(a), is defined as the closure of 
@(ai, in the norm (see Oden and Reddy]?O], or Adams[21]), 
wherein (Y = (a,, CY*), CY; being non-negative integers, Ial = CY, + (Y?, and D” = (c?‘“‘/Jx,“~c~x,“~). For 
M = 0, we have H”(a) = L*(a). 
We now define Sobolev spaces of functions defined on the boundary aR. Again L2(ai2) = 
H”(an) denotes the space of square integrable functions on an. From the “trace theorem” (see 
[20], or Aubin[22]) we know that if u E H’(Q), then the trace you on JR is well defined and 
belongs to H”‘(aR). The norm in H”*(aQ) is defined 
(3) 
We introduce the negative Sobolev space H -“‘(an) as the completion of L,(aO) in the norm 
If I $4 dS Ild4-mn = sup ll~ll,,2.an . lyEH”*(Jn) (4) 
We now give an important result, which we need in the existence study (for proof, see Oden 
and Reddy [20]). 
LEMMA 1. Let z E H’(0) be the solution of the weak problem 
Then 
(z, u), = j-, d(rou)dS, 4 E zr"Z(aw, u E HW). 
I 
(5) 
IW” = 1 I,,,, (6) 
In closing this section, we record two fundamental theorems on the existence and 
uniqueness of solutions. The proofs can be found in Babuska and Aziz[23] (see also [20]). 
THEOREM 1. Let H, and Hz be two Hilbert spaces with scalar products (., .)“, and (., .)“>, 
respectively, and let B(u, u) be a bilinear form on H, x Hz(u E H,, u E HJ such that 
IB(u, u)l 5 M”IIUIIH,IIUIlH2, Ml <p (7) 
inf sup I&u, ?I)( 2 yo > 0 (8) “EH! “EHZ 
IlUll”, =I IIUIIHZ~ 1 
sup IB(u, U)(>O, ozo. 
“EH, 
(9) 
Further let f E Hi (i.e. f be a linear functional on Hz), Hi being the dual of Hz. Then there 
exists a unique solution u,, E H, to the variational problem 
B(u,,, u) = f(u) for all u E Hz (10) 
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II~0II”I 5 1 /wllf II Hi. (11) 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold, and let S, and Sz be two 
finite-dimensional subspaces of H, and Hz, respectively. Further, let the bilinear form B(U, V) 
(U E S,, V E S,) satisfy the following conditions. 
Further let f(V) be a 
has a unique solution 
(12) 
(13) 
sup JB(U, V)(>O, vzo, VESz. 
“ES, 
(14) 
linear functional on Sz. Then the approximate variational problem 
B(Uo, V)=f(V), (15) 
U,,E S, for all V E S2 and satisfies the conditions 
II U”llHt 5 t Imf; (16) 
lluo - UOl(H, 5 (1 + 3 Jnt, lluo - WllH, (17) 
where uoE H, is the unique solution of (IO). 
VARIATIONAL FORMULATION 
Consider the biharmonic equation 
A*u + u = f in R, you = g, yO(Au) = h on aR (18) 
where -y. is the trace operator (or operator of extension). Since the operator AZ can be 
decomposed into a product of A with itself, we can rewrite (18) as the pair 
Au = WI in R, you = g on aR (19) 
Am + u = f in R, yam = h on aR. (20) 
Then the mixed-hybrid method involves seeking independent solutions (u, m) to the above set 
in 0 and their traces (ti, $1 on the boundary. In this section we formulate a variational problem 
of the set which leads naturally to the mixed-hybrid finite-element approximations. We also 
prove the existence of solutions to the (exact) variational problem. We begin by assuming that 
the domain R can be partitioned into a collection of finite number E of subdomains II. such 
that 
fi= 6 0,. n,nn,=0,e#f. 
e=, 
For simplicity, we shall assume that R is convex polygonal and the partition P of Q is a simple 
partition into triangles or quadrilaterals. We shall denote the (common) boundary between two 
adjacent domains R, and R, by T+ 
r+, = JR,. n afir. e>f.Ose,fcE 
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where r,,, (or I-(,,) denotes the intersection of 80, with the boundary 80. We denote by r,, the 
open boundary (excluding the points of intersection) between R,. and R,. Let 
1-=r(P)= ; P‘.,. 
e., TO 
e -j 
If u is a function defined on R. its restriction to the subdomain R, is denoted by II, (e = 1. 
-! _, . . . , E(P 1). Similarly, the restriction of + E E2(r) to 3%. is denoted by I&. With the above 
conventions, we now introduce the Sobolev space H”(P) of functions defined on R,, 15 e 5 E. 
The norm and the inner products in H’(P) are defined by 
Note that H”(a) c H’(P), k > 0. The norm of rL E L?(T) is defined by 
We define a space W(T) as the completion of L2(r) in the norm 
Let X be the product space 
3 = H’(P) x H’(P) x w(r) x w(r) (21) 
together with the norm 
IIAllr2 =IIUII:., + IlmllL + ~~~1lLm + ll4Il’wm 
= I$ &4:.n ~ + Ilm#.n, +II~II’I,z.an, + II4.II~m.an.) WI 
where A = (u, m, 4, 4) E X, u E H’(P A m E H ‘(P ), tj E W(T) and C$ E W(T). The restriction of 
h to 6, is the quadraple (u,, m,, Ilr,, &) = A,, and we use the notation 
We now have the following variational boundary-value problem associated with equations 
(19) and (20): find A = (u, m, IL, c$) E I, where 4 = &/&I and #J = dm/dn, such that 
B(h, 2) = F(A). for every i E .t‘. (23) 
Here B(h, 1) denotes the bilinear form on 3 X f, and F(/\) the linear form on x, 
B(A, A) = 2 E,(A,,~,), F(i) = 2 F&i<.) 
*=, Y-I 
where 
(24) 
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(25) 
Note that B,(A,. A,.) is symmetric in A,. and h,.. 
We now show that the bihnear form B (A. h) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 3. The bilinear form B(A. 1) of (23) satisfies all the conditions of Theorem I. Further, 
the linear form F(h) of (23) is continuous on X’. 
Proof. We first establish the condition (7). Using the Schwarz’s inequality on the first 
integral in (35). 
Now consider the second integral in (25). If C, is the solution of (51, we have 
Using (6). 
Similarly. 
Hence 
and 
s 3(2 ljA,li:..)“2($ l!A,I/:~)“’ 
P Y 
Thus (7) holds for B(., .) of (24) with M = 3, which is independent of the partition P. 
To verify the condition (8) for the bilinear form B(.. .I in equation (241, we proceed as 
follows: we show that, for ,a special choice of A = h^, JBtA, i)( 2 IIAI\.&II.x, from which (8) can be 
deduced. Let A.. = (6,. ti,. 3,. &) be such that 
li., = 2u, + n, + c, - 2me. A.,=-2u,i-c,-2m,--ne 
& = - 36,. + G,,, (i, = 3$, + de 
where c,. is the solution of the local auxiliary problem. 9 E W(T), 
(27) 
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and n. is the solution of the local auxiliary problem. b E W(T). 
It can be easily verified that 
Using (27), we have 
Hence, 
which, in view of (28), becomes 
B(A, h) 1 y(lAIl.$lls, y = l/v- ’ 0. 
Therefore, we have 
IB(A, A)1 
inf sup IB(A,h)lZ inf -> 
ll*ll\ = 1 ll*ll,< I ,,A,,*=, Ilill.v - y ’ O. 
(29) 
Thus, the condition (8) of Theorem 1 holds. In view of the symmetry of B(A, ;i ), the condition 
(9) also holds. 
Now we show that the linear functional F(i) is continuous on .X. To this end let 
I,% 6 E W(T) fl L(T) be given. Then there exist elements L’, n E H’(P) such that 
By taking w = u*, u* being the solution of equation (19), we obtain 
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Similarly, 
$& f,, &.y,,m* dS = f &I dS = (n. m*),., 
rrll 
where m* is the solution of (201. Then using the continuity of the inner products, it can be 
easily established that the functional F(h) of (24) is continuous. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
From Theorem 1 and Theorem 3, it follows that the variational problem (23) has a unique 
solution. 
THEOREM 4. There exists a unique solution A E .t‘ of the problem (231. Moreover, there exists a 
constant c = d/171>0 such that 
MIXED-HYBRID FINITE ELEMENT APPROXIMATIONS 
In this section we describe the mixed-hybrid finite-element approximations and investigate 
the existence of solutions. The partition P of R described in the preceding section now can be 
viewed as a finite-element model of R; each subdomain R, is viewed as a finite element. Over 
each element we introduce polynomial approximations of u,, m,, &, and & 
Let h, be the diameter of the smallest circle containing R,, and h = max {h,}, e = 
1,2...., E(P). By 9%(&.) we denote a space of polynomials of degree sk over a,. We now 
introduce a number of finite-dimensional subspaces for the partition P. Let 
Hi’= {WE H’(P): W, E 9',(k), 11 e 5 E, Ik sk'l. (31) 
We assume that for any H’ E H '(Cl,), there exists a constant cl > 0 independent of he, and a 
fi E H,'(P) such that 
IIH’ - Wlls.n, 5 Che’IIWIILn~’ s =o, 1; (32) 
let I 2 1 where E = min (k + 1 - s, I - s). Similarly, let 
H,-"'(I-) = (0 E W(T): &, = @Jr<., E 9,(f,,,t rO,Os e,f 5 E} (33) 
with the property that for any 8 E W(T) n Lz(T), there exists a constant c2 > 0 independent of 
h.. and 6 E H,-“?I’) such that 
II& - tq-i,z.an. 5 CAPIIBrllH~ “‘Xm<) (341 
where CL = min (f + (3/21, m - I), m > 3/2, and Hm-'3'2' (8&J is the space of all normal deriva- 
tives ~u,/~n,~ of functions u, E H"(fL). Note that H,'(P) C H'(P) and H,-"*(T)c:H-"2(I). 
Hence. the product space 
Y = Hk'(P) x Hk'(P)x H,--"'(T) x H,-"'(T) (35) 
is a subspace of X defined in (21). 
The mixed-hybrid finite-element method involves seeking an element A = (U, M, q, a) E Y 
such that 
8t.1. .T) = F(.51, for every i E y (36) 
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where B(.. -) and F(.) are the bilinear form and linear form, respectively. defined in (25). 
Whether or not the approximate problem (36) has a unique solution depends on whether the 
bilinear form B(., .) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2. We devote the remainder of this 
section to investigate these conditions. 
Let rTT, be the orthogonal projection operator of H’(S1,) onto H,‘(Q,), and let 
~=(~,A?,$,~)EY be such that 
ii.=~U,-2M,+a,it,+?r,~,, ‘@,=-3@,+qe (37) 
L 
M, = - 2 U, - 2M, + .rr,L:, - rr,k, &,,=3*,+cp, 
where t;, E H'(fl,) and & E ,!I’(%.) are the solutions of 
for every We E Hk'(R,). 
Substituting (37) into E(., .), we obtain 
To bound the last two terms, we introduce the following parameters: 
Then, 
and 
where 
We also have from G31, 
Now summing over all elements and using (39) and (40) we can show that 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
(41) 
where 
(42) 
Thus, we have proved the following result. 
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THEOREM 5. Let B(h. .?) denote the bilinear form (36) defined on f xX, and suppose that 
n(P) > 0 for a given partition of R. Then there exists a unique solution A* to the mixed-hybrid 
finite-element approximation (36) of the biharmonic equation, and the following error estimate 
holds: 
[(A* - A*llr 5 (1 +E) in;IIA* - AIlI (43) 
wherein A* is the unique solution of (23), M = 3 is the constant appearing in (26) and 
yh = n,(P )/fi. 
From (39) and (42) it is clear that for q(P) > 0 it is necessary and sufficient that a, > 0 and 
pe > 0, 1 5 e 5 E. The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for ayu and p< 
to be positive. 
THEOREM 6. A necessary and sufficient condition for each of the parameters Q, and &, defined in 
(38), to be positive is, 
Q q<W, dS = 0, V W, f I%‘(&) implies VI, = 0 (44) 
JilIi.. 
for any G, E H,-Y,fl,). 
Proof. It is sufficient 
YIr, E PK”?ilR,) # 0, 
to prove the theorem for Q,. From (38), a, = 0 implies that, for 
where & is the function appearing in (37). That is, 
Y'eW, dS = 0, V w, E &‘(fL) 
which contradicts (44). 
Now let (Y~# 0 and Y,z 0. This implies that I~~J?.~(,.~,# 0  and 
which is equivalent to (44). 
The condition (44) is referred to as the rank condition (see Raviart [8] and Thomas [91). The 
name comes from the fact that the condition (44) depends upon the rank of a rectangular matrix 
obtained in equation (44) using functions from HI’(&) and H,-“‘(a&.). 
DEPENDENCE OF II AND fi ON h 
The error estimate (43) is not meaningful, unless we can show that the parameter yh is a 
function of some positive power of h; thus, we must study the dependence of the parameters (Y, 
and & (of (38)) on h. Toward this end (see [191), let Z be an open bounded Lipschitzian domain 
in R’. with diameter h, 0 < h 5 1. Let f be the fixed domain 
f={k~=x/h,xEI}, diaf= 1. (45) 
We now introduce a pair of spaces analogous to those defined in (31) and (33). 
(46) 
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At-“‘(aij = (6: 66) = e(xj E H,-“2(,Zj} (47) 
where H,‘(Z) and H,-“‘(X) are the spaces defined in (31) and (33) wtth P replaced by 2. We also 
introduce a Hilbert space i%‘($) provided with the inner product and norm 
wherein a(f) = u(x), x E Z, etc. and 9 = hV = h[(a/ax,), (8lax~)l. Note that 
111 i 111 :., = I, h(Vu ’ vu + uu) y = IlullL. (49) 
Now suppose that $.f E &,-“*(a$) is given. Consider the following three auxiliary problems: 
(50) 
(51) 
(52) 
wherein [G, +;lll.t = _fr $4 . $+ df, and F is selected such that the existence of solution 4 to (52) 
is guaranteed (see Oden and Reddy[20] Art. 5.6) 
(53) 
The solution $ is unique if we prescribe the condition 
I 4 dZ = 0. (54) t
We can establish the following result (see [19] for proof). 
LEMMA 2. Let i, 4 E H’(e) be the solutions of (50) and (52), respectively. Then the following 
inequality holds 
[(I i 111 :., 5 (cil:.f + $ I, di. (55) 
We now study the properties of solutions to problems (50)-(52) in the finite-dimensional 
subspace I%.‘(Z) of I%‘($). To this end, let -i;, and 7~ denote the orthogonal projections of 
H,,‘($) with respect o the inner products ((a, a)),~, and [., .I,s, respectively. Let 
.?? = ?& fi = ?$, and 0 = a$ 
Then the set of auxiliarly problems in (50)-(52) can be recast as 
(56) 
(57) 
(58) 
(59) 
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for every @E I&‘($>. Analogous to (54), we require that 
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It can be shown that the result of Lemma 2 holds for Z and Q: 
We now state another useful inequality in the form of a lemma[19]. 
LEMMA 3. Let Z and $ be the solutions of equations (57) and (59). There exists a constant 
c3 > 0, independent of 2, 0, and h (but depends on 2) such that 
We now use the results of above lemmas to a typical finite element R, of the type described 
earlier. By replacing the domain I; and 2 with R, and &, respectively, we estimate the 
parameters a, and & in terms of the mesh parameters h,. 
THEOREM 6. Let R,, e = 1,2,. . . , E. be a finite element and & = {i,: f, = x,/h,, x. E R,, h, = 
dia (0,)) be the fixed (or master) finite element. Further, let q< f H’(R,f be the solution of the 
equation 
Here F, is given by 
where @< c K”‘(a&), e = 1,2,. . . , E. Let 7~~ denote the orthogonal projection of H’(k) onto 
H,‘(k) with respect o the inner product [., *],.o.. Then 
where a, is the parameter defined in (38) and cs is the constant appearing in (61). 
Proof. From (48) and (57), and Lemma 3 we have 
We also have, from Lemmas 1 and 2, 
Consequently, 
(62) 
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where the elementary inequality (a + b)/(c + b) B a/c, c 2 b 2 0, is used in arriving at the last 
step. 
Similar estimate can be obtained for 0.. Note that a, and Pe are computed using the master 
element fiiz. only. For quasi-uniform quadrilateral or triangular elements, it can be shown that 
for all sufficiently small h (when the rank condition is satisfied) (Y = maxE a, 2 S > 0, where 8 is 
independent of h. 
A PRIORI ERROR ESTIMATES 
In Theorem 5 we have established that the mixed-hybrid finite-element approximation (36) 
has a unique solution. We now prove convergence and give error estimates for the approximate 
problem (36). The result follows directly from Theorem 5 and the properties of the subspaces 
K’(R,) and K”‘(c~&). 
From Theorem 4.1, we have the error estimate, 
where A* = (u*, m* = AU*, I,$*, 4*) is the unique solution of (18). A* = (U*, M*, ‘P*, a*) is the 
mixed-hybrid finite-element solution, and co = (1+3/y,,). Now let fi:(fl.) be the subspace of 
H:(R.), 12 2, such that for every u, E Hi(&), A%, E L&X.). Then from (22), (32) and (34) we 
have, for u,* E Hk(n,), 
p* - A*ll.f 5 co{llu* - ql:.P + /El* - iq:., f II@* - @ll’wm + 114* - 4#vcr,y2 
Now using the relations, mS = AuT, Jlf = au?lan,, 42 = a@utY& and 
we have, 
/A * - A*llx 5 ch “[IIu*llr.n + ]]Au *llml (63) 
where 
v = min (k, I - 1, t + 5). (64) 
Thus we have proved that the mixed-hybrid finite-element approximation (36) is convergent. 
THEOREM 7. Let u* E H:(n) be the exact solution of (18), and let A* = (U*, M*, Y*, @*) E 9’ be 
the mixed-hybrid finite-element solution [of (36)]. If n(P) is positive for a given partition P of 
0, then the mixed-hybrid approximations are convergent and the following error estimate 
holds: 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
]]e]].r 5 cob ” tI(u *ljt.11 + l]Au *]],.o] 
v = min (k, I - 1, t + t) 
(65) 
where 
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e = (I(* - U*,m*-M*.$*-V*,C#)*-@*) 
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cc,= I+& max(c,.cz). 
( 1 YI, 
Here yh is the parameter appearing in (43). c, and c2 are the constants in equations (32) and 
(341, I/I* = arc*/& and d* = d(Azr*)/r?n. 
In closing it should be remarked that the particular decomposition considered in equations (19) 
and (20) made the analysis simple. However, when the biharmonic equation governing the plate 
bending is decomposed into a set of equations involving the transverse displacement, and the 
moments, there is a variety of boundary conditions one can consider, and the associated 
mathematical analysis is more involved. Investigation in this direction is underway. 
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